“This is the first time in 20 years that I’ve been able to sit in the sun without overheating” – Jay

**WHEELAIR** is a cooling wheelchair backrest cushion designed to keep you cool using a battery powered mechanism providing non-intrusive airflow and better back support.

**Adjustable Cooling**

**Silent**

**Retrofitted**

**USB Chargeable**

**More Support**

**Highest Quality**

---

**Award winning Scottish Design endorsed by Paralympian athletes worldwide**

To be used for general use or during exercise

- Fits frame heights of 300mm - 450mm
- Machine washable
- Widths available in mm: 290 - 330 - 360 - 400
- Up to 19h battery life

**Designed in Scotland by Staels Design Ltd I www.wheelair.co.uk I info@wheelair.co.uk I +44 (0) 141 432 0425**